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Crash course in ISM dust

A large fraction of interstellar metals are locked up in dust grains
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Figure 5. Top row of panels: measured depletions (points) and the linear trends defined by the parameters AX , BX , and zX in Equation (10) (dashed lines), as listed
in Table 4, shown as a function of the generalized depletion parameter F∗ for the elements C, N, O, Mg, and Si. The solid points have N (H) > 1019.5 cm− 2, while
open ones have N(H) values below this range. The gray points represent sightlines that had only three elements to define their F∗ parameters, while the black ones
represent those that had four or more elements. Upper and lower limit measurements are depicted with the arrows (and were not included in any analysis). Sight lines
that crossed the galactocentric limits RGC < 7 kpc or RGC > 10 kpc are overlaid with crosses (+) or x’s (×), respectively, to indicate that they were not used to define
the linear trends for the elements. Bottom row of panels: differential consumptions of elements by number (relative to hydrogen) by dust grains for small changes
in F∗, again plotted as a function of F∗. The trend lines that follow Equation (21) with the best values of AX and BX are shown with dark lines, while the allowable
changes that can arise from the uncertainties in AX and BX are shown by the shaded regions. Uncertainties at the 1σ level are shown by the cross-hatched areas, while
the envelopes for 2σ deviations have simple line shading in only one direction.

simply by measuring the additional consumptions of different
elements as they are incorporated into the newly formed grain
materials. That is, by determining how rapidly the abundances of
different elements decrease as F∗ advances, we become insensi-
tive to ambiguities that arise from uncertainties in the reference
abundances.

If we substitute the right-hand side of Equation (10) for
[Xgas/H] into Equation (2) and differentiate it with respect to
F∗, we find that

d(Xdust/H)/dF∗ = − (ln 10)(X/H)⊙AX10BX+AX(F∗− zX)

= − (ln 10)AX(Xgas/H)F∗ . (21)

The first equality gives the result in terms of variables defined
earlier in this paper, while the second shows that this outcome is
independent of the adopted solar abundances—only the actual
expectation of (Xgas/H) and its slope (AX) with F∗ matter. (Note
that the term (Xgas/H) refers to the actual gas-phase abundance
of an element X relative to H, whereas the notation used in earlier
equations, [Xgas/H], refers to the logarithm of the element’s
depletion factor.)

Figures 5–8 show two fundamental results for all of the el-
ements except sulfur. (Again, sulfur is a difficult case that will
be treated separately in Section 9.) For each element, the up-
per panel depicts the observed depletions as a function of F∗.
Individual observed depletions are plotted as points with diame-
ters that indicate their respective levels of accuracy. The dashed
lines follow the linear trends with F∗ represented by the best
fits defined by the parameters AX , BX , and zX listed in Table 4.
The quantities [Xgas/H]0 and [Xgas/H]1 in Columns 6 and 7 in
that table are equal to the intercepts of these lines at F∗ = 0

and F∗ = 1, respectively; see Equations (13)–(16). The lower
panels show the differential grain compositions, expressed in
terms of the number of atoms per H atom that condense onto the
grains per unit change in F∗. The cross-hatched regions show
the allowed combinations of this differential composition for 1
and 2σ deviations in the errors for AX and BX . (Note that the
portion of σ (BX) that is attributable to σ (X/H)⊙ drops out of
Equation (21), thus leaving only the formal uncertainty in the
least-squares solution for the intercept of the fit at zX . These
values of σ (BX) can be recovered by subtracting in quadrature
the error values listed in Column 2 of Table 4 from those listed
in Column 4 of the same table.)

Clearly, the slopes of the logarithms of the consumption
rates of free atoms exhibit large variations from one element
to the next, indicating that as the gas becomes more depleted
the composition of the grains must change (or, put differently,
that the material in the outer portions of the grain mantles differs
from that in or near the cores). Our outlook on plausible mixtures
of compounds within the grains must be constrained by not
only the consumption information presented here, but also the
chemical properties of the compounds themselves (Mathis 1996;
Draine 2003a, 2004).

7. DERIVATION OF N(H) AND F∗ WHEN N(H) IS
NOT OBSERVED

7.1. Method

There are a number of applications where we can use the
information on the depletion trends either to make up for
the fact that N(H) is not known, or, if it is known, to make
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Jenkins 2009, see also Savage & Sembach 1996



Crash course in ISM dust

Fortunately, interstellar dust grains are (mostly) transparent to X-rays 
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in grains than that assumed by Shull (1993). For cobalt the
values determined by Mullman et al. (1998) are used.

To illustrate the large uncertainties associated with the
grain composition, we also list in Table 2 the depletions
used by Ride & Walker (1977) and MM83, the previous
works that included grains in the computation of ThepISM.
depletion factors of Ride & Walker (1977), as shown in
Table 2, are based on gas-abundance measurements using
Copernicus data. Only one of the depletion factors of
MM83 is based on observation, that for oxygen (de Boer
1979, 1981) ; for the rest, MM83 considered elements to be
either completely depleted into grains or entirely in gas
form. This simplifying assumption represents the maximum
e†ect of grains on the ISM opacity.

We note that grains are included here partly for com-
pleteness and partly to indicate how changes to the current
ISM grain model might a†ect observations made with the
more recent X-ray observatories and not as an attempt to
model the solid state in the interstellar medium. While a
““ perfect ÏÏ grain model meeting all abundance and obser-
vational requirements remains elusive, our grain model at
least adequately reproduces the observed extinction, emis-
sion features, and depletions of the di†use ISM (Mathis
1996). For more detailed work, the assumption of spherical
grains must be modiÐed (Mathis 1990).

3. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

3.1. Results
Using equation (1) and the assumptions described above,

we compute The results are shown in Figure 1, wherepISM.

we display the X-ray absorptivity as to emphasizepISM E3
deviations from the E~3 proportionality of By readingpbf.the plot as a ““ bar diagram,ÏÏ it is easy to estimate the rela-
tive importance of the contributors to For energiespISM.
above the oxygen K edge at D0.5 keV (see Table 2), the
X-ray opacity is dominated by the metals and H and He are
relatively unimportant. Below 1 keV, C, N, O, and Ne are
the important absorbers, while above 1 keV, Si, S, and Fe
are important.

Also clear from Figure 1 is that the e†ect of grains on pISMis small for a standard MRN distribution. The e†ect of
grains is found to be less than previous estimates such as
MM83 in part because our grain model consists of lower
density porous grains and in part because we calculate

for an MRN distribution of grain sizes rather than bypgrainschoosing an average grain size such as 0.3 km as used by
Fireman and others. Thus, the greatest number of grains lies
in very small grains with q > 1 above D1 keV, so self-
shielding is not important in these grains. Consequently, for
an MRN distribution there are only small di†erences
between the optical depth of an entirely gas-phase ISM and
the optical depth for an ISM in which some of the gas
atoms have been depleted into grains. This is illustrated in
Figure 2, where we plot the grain optical depth as a function
of energy for grains of radius 0.25 and 0.025 km, as well as
for an MRN distribution of grains. These optical depths are
calculated using Appendix A and considering a hydrogen
column density of 1.0 ] 1020 cm~2. The total mass inNHgrains is the same for all three grain models shown. Clearly,
the self-blanketing factor a†ects the opacity more for low
energies and larger grain sizes. Since the change in grain

FIG. 1.ÈAbsorptivity per hydrogen atom of the ISM using the assumptions described in the text. The dotted line is the absorptivity including grains with
an MRN distribution, and the dashed line is the absorptivity assuming that all grains are of radius a\ 0.3 km. The inset shows the cross section without the
multiplication by E3. We also illustrate the contribution of hydrogen and hydrogen plus helium to the total cross section. The contribution of the crossH2section to the total hydrogen cross section is indicated by the dot-dashed line.

Wilms+ 2000

Dash lines show effect of "self-blanketing"  
in large grains (~0.3 µm)


Typical Milky Way ISM dust model:

-3.5 power law slope cut off around 0.3 µm (MRN)



Crash course in ISM dust

BUT dust scatters X-ray light, and

extinction = absorption + scattering

As seen in Figure 7, the calculated scattering cross sec-
tions show conspicuous structure in the vicinity of the major
absorption edges. This occurs because at X-ray energies
Reð! " 1Þ tends to be negative, and an absorption feature

increases Reð!Þ (reducing j! " 1j) just below the absorption
feature and decreases Reð!Þ (increasing j! " 1j) just above
the feature. Since the scattering is approximately propor-
tional to j! " 1j2, this results in a reduction in scattering
below an absorption feature and an increase in scattering
above.4 This argument applies to five of the six absorption
edges in Figure 7; the exception is the C K edge, for which

Fig. 6.—X-ray extinction and scattering cross section per H nucleon due
to dust, and absorption due to gas. Data available at
http://www.astro.princeton.edu/~draine/dust/dust.html.Fig. 5.—Imð!Þ andReð! " 1Þ for silicateMgFeSiO4

TABLE 1

X-Ray Edge Absorption Parameters

Shell
Emin

a

(eV)
Epeak

b

(eV)
"peakc

(Mbarn) Adopted Profile
DEd

(eV) Reference

Graphite

C 1s (K)............................ 282 285.4 3.84 Graphite 0 1

Olivine

O 1s (K) ........................... 527.8 537.6 1.78 Mg2SiO4MgK " 1308.0 2
Mg 1s (K)......................... 1300.8 1310.6 0.80 Mg2SiO4MgK 0 2
Mg 2s (L1 ) ....................... 83.8 93.6 2.07 Mg2SiO4MgK " 1752.0 2
Mg 2p(L2,3)...................... 44.7 54.5 15.7 Mg2SiO4MgK " 1791.1 2
Si 1s (K) ........................... 1835.8 1845.6 0.50 Mg2SiO4 Si K 0 2
Si 2s (L1 ) .......................... 145.8 155.6 1.67 Mg2SiO4 Si K " 1690.0 2
Si 2p(L2,3) ........................ 95.8 105.6 18.0 Mg2SiO4 Si K " 1740.0 2
Fe 1s (K) .......................... 7105 7123 0.0544 Fe2SiO4 Fe K 0 3
Fe 2s (L1 ) ......................... 838 856 0.186 Fe2SiO4 Fe K " 6267. 3
Fe 2p(L2) ......................... 705 720.6 2.46 Fe2+ minerals Fe L2 0 4
Fe 2p(L3) ......................... 705 707.8 6.30 Fe2+ minerals Fe L3 0 4
Fe 3s (M1 )........................ 85 103 0.338 Fe2SiO4 Fe K " 7020 3
Fe 3p(M2,3)...................... 47 65 1.41 Fe2SiO4 Fe K " 7058 3

a Energy at onset of absorption.
b Energy at peak absorption.
c Peak absorption cross section per atom contributed by this shell.
d Energy shift relative to adopted profile.
References.—(1) Shimada et al. 2000; (2) Li et al. 1995; (3) Henderson et al. 1995; (4) van Aken& Liebscher 2002.

4 Takei et al. (2002) estimate that the dust scattering cross section would
be reduced at energies just above the O K edge. We find, to the contrary,
that the dust scattering cross section is increased just above the O K edge;
see Fig. 7.
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Crash course in dust scattering 



SGR J1550-5418 (NASA/Swift/Halpern)

Crash course in dust scattering
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Strongly sensitive  
to grain size �sca / a4E�2

<latexit sha1_base64="x8LLURKmsyQFFAdwDCw+S2ZhcL0=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAhuLEkp6LIogssK9gFNWm6mk3boTBJmJkIJ+QA3/oobF4q49QPc+TdO2yy09cDA4ZxzuXOPH3OmtG1/Wyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwpaJEEtokEY9kxwdFOQtpUzPNaSeWFITPadsfX0/99gOVikXhvZ7E1BMwDFnACGgj9UtlV7GhgH7qSoEVgQy7sYxiHWHo1fBNLz2vZiZlV+wZ8DJxclJGORr90pc7iEgiaKgJB6W6jh1rLwWpGeE0K7qJojGQMQxp19AQBFVeOjsmw6dGGeAgkuaFGs/U3xMpCKUmwjdJAXqkFr2p+J/XTXRw6aUsjBNNQzJfFCQcm1unzeABk5RoPjEEiGTmr5iMQALRpr+iKcFZPHmZtKoVx644d7Vy/Sqvo4CO0Qk6Qw66QHV0ixqoiQh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59zKMrVj5zhP7A+vwBoG2arA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x8LLURKmsyQFFAdwDCw+S2ZhcL0=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAhuLEkp6LIogssK9gFNWm6mk3boTBJmJkIJ+QA3/oobF4q49QPc+TdO2yy09cDA4ZxzuXOPH3OmtG1/Wyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwpaJEEtokEY9kxwdFOQtpUzPNaSeWFITPadsfX0/99gOVikXhvZ7E1BMwDFnACGgj9UtlV7GhgH7qSoEVgQy7sYxiHWHo1fBNLz2vZiZlV+wZ8DJxclJGORr90pc7iEgiaKgJB6W6jh1rLwWpGeE0K7qJojGQMQxp19AQBFVeOjsmw6dGGeAgkuaFGs/U3xMpCKUmwjdJAXqkFr2p+J/XTXRw6aUsjBNNQzJfFCQcm1unzeABk5RoPjEEiGTmr5iMQALRpr+iKcFZPHmZtKoVx644d7Vy/Sqvo4CO0Qk6Qw66QHV0ixqoiQh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59zKMrVj5zhP7A+vwBoG2arA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x8LLURKmsyQFFAdwDCw+S2ZhcL0=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAhuLEkp6LIogssK9gFNWm6mk3boTBJmJkIJ+QA3/oobF4q49QPc+TdO2yy09cDA4ZxzuXOPH3OmtG1/Wyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwpaJEEtokEY9kxwdFOQtpUzPNaSeWFITPadsfX0/99gOVikXhvZ7E1BMwDFnACGgj9UtlV7GhgH7qSoEVgQy7sYxiHWHo1fBNLz2vZiZlV+wZ8DJxclJGORr90pc7iEgiaKgJB6W6jh1rLwWpGeE0K7qJojGQMQxp19AQBFVeOjsmw6dGGeAgkuaFGs/U3xMpCKUmwjdJAXqkFr2p+J/XTXRw6aUsjBNNQzJfFCQcm1unzeABk5RoPjEEiGTmr5iMQALRpr+iKcFZPHmZtKoVx644d7Vy/Sqvo4CO0Qk6Qw66QHV0ixqoiQh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59zKMrVj5zhP7A+vwBoG2arA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x8LLURKmsyQFFAdwDCw+S2ZhcL0=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAhuLEkp6LIogssK9gFNWm6mk3boTBJmJkIJ+QA3/oobF4q49QPc+TdO2yy09cDA4ZxzuXOPH3OmtG1/Wyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwpaJEEtokEY9kxwdFOQtpUzPNaSeWFITPadsfX0/99gOVikXhvZ7E1BMwDFnACGgj9UtlV7GhgH7qSoEVgQy7sYxiHWHo1fBNLz2vZiZlV+wZ8DJxclJGORr90pc7iEgiaKgJB6W6jh1rLwWpGeE0K7qJojGQMQxp19AQBFVeOjsmw6dGGeAgkuaFGs/U3xMpCKUmwjdJAXqkFr2p+J/XTXRw6aUsjBNNQzJfFCQcm1unzeABk5RoPjEEiGTmr5iMQALRpr+iKcFZPHmZtKoVx644d7Vy/Sqvo4CO0Qk6Qw66QHV0ixqoiQh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59zKMrVj5zhP7A+vwBoG2arA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="6NWRg4Uj9vnoGdik8GLdMHnkj/4=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAi6KYkIuizqwmUF+4CmhMlk0g6dSeI8iiXkG9z4K25cKOLWlTv/xmkbQVsPXDhzzr3MvSdIGZXKcb6shcWl5ZXV0lp5fWNza9ve2W3KRAtMGjhhiWgHSBJGY9JQVDHSTgVBPGCkFQwux35rSISkSXyrRinpctSLaUQxUkby7eN76JE7TYfQiwTC2ZWfeYLDUEuV5z8vKXCe+3bFqToTwHniFqQCCtR9+9MLE6w5iRVmSMqO66SqmyGhKGYkL3takhThAeqRjqEx4kR2s8lJOTw0SgijRJiKFZyovycyxKUc8cB0cqT6ctYbi/95Ha2i825G41QrEuPpR5FmUCVwnA8MqSBYsZEhCAtqdoW4j0w0yqRYNiG4syfPk+ZJ1XWq7s1ppXZRxFEC++AAHAEXnIEauAZ10AAYPIAn8AJerUfr2Xqz3qetC1Yxswf+wPr4Bheunl8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6NWRg4Uj9vnoGdik8GLdMHnkj/4=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAi6KYkIuizqwmUF+4CmhMlk0g6dSeI8iiXkG9z4K25cKOLWlTv/xmkbQVsPXDhzzr3MvSdIGZXKcb6shcWl5ZXV0lp5fWNza9ve2W3KRAtMGjhhiWgHSBJGY9JQVDHSTgVBPGCkFQwux35rSISkSXyrRinpctSLaUQxUkby7eN76JE7TYfQiwTC2ZWfeYLDUEuV5z8vKXCe+3bFqToTwHniFqQCCtR9+9MLE6w5iRVmSMqO66SqmyGhKGYkL3takhThAeqRjqEx4kR2s8lJOTw0SgijRJiKFZyovycyxKUc8cB0cqT6ctYbi/95Ha2i825G41QrEuPpR5FmUCVwnA8MqSBYsZEhCAtqdoW4j0w0yqRYNiG4syfPk+ZJ1XWq7s1ppXZRxFEC++AAHAEXnIEauAZ10AAYPIAn8AJerUfr2Xqz3qetC1Yxswf+wPr4Bheunl8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6NWRg4Uj9vnoGdik8GLdMHnkj/4=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAi6KYkIuizqwmUF+4CmhMlk0g6dSeI8iiXkG9z4K25cKOLWlTv/xmkbQVsPXDhzzr3MvSdIGZXKcb6shcWl5ZXV0lp5fWNza9ve2W3KRAtMGjhhiWgHSBJGY9JQVDHSTgVBPGCkFQwux35rSISkSXyrRinpctSLaUQxUkby7eN76JE7TYfQiwTC2ZWfeYLDUEuV5z8vKXCe+3bFqToTwHniFqQCCtR9+9MLE6w5iRVmSMqO66SqmyGhKGYkL3takhThAeqRjqEx4kR2s8lJOTw0SgijRJiKFZyovycyxKUc8cB0cqT6ctYbi/95Ha2i825G41QrEuPpR5FmUCVwnA8MqSBYsZEhCAtqdoW4j0w0yqRYNiG4syfPk+ZJ1XWq7s1ppXZRxFEC++AAHAEXnIEauAZ10AAYPIAn8AJerUfr2Xqz3qetC1Yxswf+wPr4Bheunl8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6NWRg4Uj9vnoGdik8GLdMHnkj/4=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAi6KYkIuizqwmUF+4CmhMlk0g6dSeI8iiXkG9z4K25cKOLWlTv/xmkbQVsPXDhzzr3MvSdIGZXKcb6shcWl5ZXV0lp5fWNza9ve2W3KRAtMGjhhiWgHSBJGY9JQVDHSTgVBPGCkFQwux35rSISkSXyrRinpctSLaUQxUkby7eN76JE7TYfQiwTC2ZWfeYLDUEuV5z8vKXCe+3bFqToTwHniFqQCCtR9+9MLE6w5iRVmSMqO66SqmyGhKGYkL3takhThAeqRjqEx4kR2s8lJOTw0SgijRJiKFZyovycyxKUc8cB0cqT6ctYbi/95Ha2i825G41QrEuPpR5FmUCVwnA8MqSBYsZEhCAtqdoW4j0w0yqRYNiG4syfPk+ZJ1XWq7s1ppXZRxFEC++AAHAEXnIEauAZ10AAYPIAn8AJerUfr2Xqz3qetC1Yxswf+wPr4Bheunl8=</latexit>

Dust scattering halo shapes depend on ...
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<latexit sha1_base64="6NWRg4Uj9vnoGdik8GLdMHnkj/4=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAi6KYkIuizqwmUF+4CmhMlk0g6dSeI8iiXkG9z4K25cKOLWlTv/xmkbQVsPXDhzzr3MvSdIGZXKcb6shcWl5ZXV0lp5fWNza9ve2W3KRAtMGjhhiWgHSBJGY9JQVDHSTgVBPGCkFQwux35rSISkSXyrRinpctSLaUQxUkby7eN76JE7TYfQiwTC2ZWfeYLDUEuV5z8vKXCe+3bFqToTwHniFqQCCtR9+9MLE6w5iRVmSMqO66SqmyGhKGYkL3takhThAeqRjqEx4kR2s8lJOTw0SgijRJiKFZyovycyxKUc8cB0cqT6ctYbi/95Ha2i825G41QrEuPpR5FmUCVwnA8MqSBYsZEhCAtqdoW4j0w0yqRYNiG4syfPk+ZJ1XWq7s1ppXZRxFEC++AAHAEXnIEauAZ10AAYPIAn8AJerUfr2Xqz3qetC1Yxswf+wPr4Bheunl8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6NWRg4Uj9vnoGdik8GLdMHnkj/4=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAi6KYkIuizqwmUF+4CmhMlk0g6dSeI8iiXkG9z4K25cKOLWlTv/xmkbQVsPXDhzzr3MvSdIGZXKcb6shcWl5ZXV0lp5fWNza9ve2W3KRAtMGjhhiWgHSBJGY9JQVDHSTgVBPGCkFQwux35rSISkSXyrRinpctSLaUQxUkby7eN76JE7TYfQiwTC2ZWfeYLDUEuV5z8vKXCe+3bFqToTwHniFqQCCtR9+9MLE6w5iRVmSMqO66SqmyGhKGYkL3takhThAeqRjqEx4kR2s8lJOTw0SgijRJiKFZyovycyxKUc8cB0cqT6ctYbi/95Ha2i825G41QrEuPpR5FmUCVwnA8MqSBYsZEhCAtqdoW4j0w0yqRYNiG4syfPk+ZJ1XWq7s1ppXZRxFEC++AAHAEXnIEauAZ10AAYPIAn8AJerUfr2Xqz3qetC1Yxswf+wPr4Bheunl8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6NWRg4Uj9vnoGdik8GLdMHnkj/4=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAi6KYkIuizqwmUF+4CmhMlk0g6dSeI8iiXkG9z4K25cKOLWlTv/xmkbQVsPXDhzzr3MvSdIGZXKcb6shcWl5ZXV0lp5fWNza9ve2W3KRAtMGjhhiWgHSBJGY9JQVDHSTgVBPGCkFQwux35rSISkSXyrRinpctSLaUQxUkby7eN76JE7TYfQiwTC2ZWfeYLDUEuV5z8vKXCe+3bFqToTwHniFqQCCtR9+9MLE6w5iRVmSMqO66SqmyGhKGYkL3takhThAeqRjqEx4kR2s8lJOTw0SgijRJiKFZyovycyxKUc8cB0cqT6ctYbi/95Ha2i825G41QrEuPpR5FmUCVwnA8MqSBYsZEhCAtqdoW4j0w0yqRYNiG4syfPk+ZJ1XWq7s1ppXZRxFEC++AAHAEXnIEauAZ10AAYPIAn8AJerUfr2Xqz3qetC1Yxswf+wPr4Bheunl8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6NWRg4Uj9vnoGdik8GLdMHnkj/4=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAi6KYkIuizqwmUF+4CmhMlk0g6dSeI8iiXkG9z4K25cKOLWlTv/xmkbQVsPXDhzzr3MvSdIGZXKcb6shcWl5ZXV0lp5fWNza9ve2W3KRAtMGjhhiWgHSBJGY9JQVDHSTgVBPGCkFQwux35rSISkSXyrRinpctSLaUQxUkby7eN76JE7TYfQiwTC2ZWfeYLDUEuV5z8vKXCe+3bFqToTwHniFqQCCtR9+9MLE6w5iRVmSMqO66SqmyGhKGYkL3takhThAeqRjqEx4kR2s8lJOTw0SgijRJiKFZyovycyxKUc8cB0cqT6ctYbi/95Ha2i825G41QrEuPpR5FmUCVwnA8MqSBYsZEhCAtqdoW4j0w0yqRYNiG4syfPk+ZJ1XWq7s1ppXZRxFEC++AAHAEXnIEauAZ10AAYPIAn8AJerUfr2Xqz3qetC1Yxswf+wPr4Bheunl8=</latexit>
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Dust scattering halo shapes depend on ...



Crash course in dust scattering

Dust scattering halo effect depends on ...
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Figure 2. (Left): the contribution of a 60/40 silicate (green) and graphite (blue) dust to the TBnew absorption opacity (magenta) for an ISM column of
1022 cm−2. (Right): the combined absorption and scattering components of a 60/40 silicate to graphite mix give the total extinction opacity for an ISM column
of 1022 cm−2(black). The Rayleigh–Gans plus Drude approximation, used often in X-ray studies of dust scattering, is shown for reference (grey dashed line).

Figure 3. Fraction of the dust-scattering halo enclosed by a source extrac-
tion region of various radii. The thick lines show the enclosed fraction from
a scattering halo calculated from dust distributed uniformly along the line
of sight. The thin lines show the same but for a situation where all the dust
located in a wall exactly half way between the X-ray source and observer.
The 60 arcsec curves are indicative of low-resolution telescopes such as
NuSTAR and Astro-H, the 10 arcsec curves are indicative for XMM–Newton
and Swift, and the 2.5 arcsec curve is relevant for the default Chandra HETG
source extraction width. For comparison, the XSPEC model dust assumes
that all of the scattered flux is spread uniformly in a disc with radius ∝ E−1,
which implies an E2 dependence for the enclosed fraction. The dashed lines
show what such a geometry would predict for NuSTAR and Swift.

It suffices to say that most scattering haloes around Galactic X-ray
binaries are dominated by a single dust wall (Valencic & Smith
2015), and so XMM–Newton and Swift should lose > 90 per cent of
dust scattered light over their bandpass. Around the Fe–K band,
NuSTAR will lose 30 per cent of the dust scattered light, but this will
only affect Fe–K features on the few per cent level for the most
highly obscured sight lines (e.g. the Galactic Center, which has NH

≈ 1023 cm−2).
For reference, the Rayleigh–Gans plus Drude (RGD) approxima-

tion, used in many studies of X-ray-scattering haloes (e.g. Mauche
& Gorenstein 1986; Smith & Dwek 1998; Corrales & Paerels 2015),

is plotted alongside the more accurate Mie-scattering cross-sections
in Fig. 2 (right). The power of the RGD approximation is that it does
not depend specifically on grain composition, only the average grain
material density. It follows an E−2 energy dependence, with an op-
tical depth τ sca(1keV) ≈ 0.05 per NH = 1021 cm−2, calculated from
our fiducial MRN distribution. This value is consistent with the re-
sults of Predehl & Schmitt (1995), who used all the X-ray-scattering
haloes available from the ROSAT all-sky survey to determine the
average dust-scattering parameters of the ISM.

To estimate the systematic effect of neglecting dust scattering
from models of ISM extinction, we simulated a large number of
Chandra ACIS-I spectra using the Interactive Spectral Interpreta-
tion System (ISIS; Houck & Denicola 2000). We assume a power-law
emission spectrum for the source, under the influence of extinction
from neutral ISM metals and dust scattering:

F inp
ps ∝ E−" exp(−τabs − τsca), (2)

where τ abs comes from TBnew and τ sca = 0.05(NH/1021 cm−2).
This equation assumes the worst-case scenario: 100 per cent loss of
the dust scattered light from the source extraction region, which
is valid for Chandra observations with a dust wall at moderate
distances between the source and observer (Fig. 3). Then we fit the
spectra without dust extinction:

F fit
ps ∝ E−" exp(−τabs) (3)

using standard χ2 statistics. In order to gauge systematic effects
that come from the fitting method and not the extinction model, we
also simulate spectra according to equation (3) and then fit them.
The modelled spectra were chosen to have 2–10 keV apparent fluxes
uniformly distributed in log space between 0.1 and 10 mCrab (2.5 ×
10−12–2.5 × 10−10 erg cm−2 s−1). In addition, photon indices were
chosen uniformly between 1 and 3, and exposure times were chosen
uniformly between 15 and 100 ks. These parameters were chosen to
be representative of typical Chandra observations of bright Galactic
X-ray binaries and some extragalactic point sources.

Fig. 4 shows the systematic offsets that come from the fit method
(red) versus the effect of not including the scattering in the ISM
extinction model (black). Interestingly, we find that neglecting dust
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Figure 4. Fractional difference between fit and input parameters (Xfit − Xinp)/Xinp as a function of input NH value. (Left): without dust extinction, fit NH
values are systematically too high by a baseline level of 25 per cent and up to 50 per cent for input NH > 1023 cm−2. (Middle): when absorption begins to affect
the high-energy end of the energy range covered, the photon index ! can be underestimated by a factor of 50 per cent when NH ! 3 × 1023 cm−2. (Right): the
inaccuracy of the source parameters will lead the unattenuated source flux to be underestimated by 10–50 per cent for NH > 1023 cm−2.

scattering causes NH values to be systematically overestimated by
a baseline factor of 25 per cent for all objects. This bias increases
to up to 50 per cent for the most obscured sight lines. In addition,
the unattenuated source flux calculated from such models can be
10–50 per cent too low when NH > few × 1023 cm−2. More specific
examples of how dust extinction can alter key science results in the
study of X-ray binaries are given in Smith, Valencic & Corrales
(2016).

3 TH E E F F E C T S O F D U S T SC AT T E R I N G
AT HIGH RESOLUTION

The dust-scattering cross-section can alter the appearance of pho-
toelectric absorption edges for instruments with sufficient imaging
and spectral resolution. The resonances that lead to an absorption
edge also cause resonances in the scattering cross-section that will
alter the shape of an absorption edge feature and, in particular, will
add a lip to the low-energy side of the edge. Judging from Fig. 2
(right), these features will be most dramatic for the C–K (0.3 keV),
O–K (0.5 keV), and Fe–L edges (0.7 keV). Since a large frac-
tion of interstellar C and O is likely in gas form (about 50 per cent
and 60 per cent, respectively), full fits to the absorption edge re-
gion will need additional contributions from gas phase neutral and
low-ionization states of those elements. Where ionization might be
relevant, we recommend theISMabsmodel of Gatuzz et al. (2015).
From here onwards, we focus in particular on interstellar Fe.

Fig. 5 shows a close up of the Fe–L edge, computed with Mie
scattering and our MRN model of silicate dust. We use the optical
constants of Draine (2003), which are based on the lab measure-
ments of olivine absorption by van Aken & Liebscher (2002). We
show here the cross-section for a given ferric dust mass column in
units of 10−4 g cm−2. Under our fiducial dust abundance assump-
tions, the corresponding hydrogen column is NH ≈ 1022 cm−2.
However, recent work by Schulz et al. (in preparation) find signifi-
cant departure from solar metallicity abundances for ISM silicates.
For this reason, we opt to describe the dust cross-section in terms of
mass column, because the conversion from NH values depends on
strong assumptions about ISM metallicity and depletion factors. For
instance, we find that using the ISM abundance and depletion values
from table 1 of Wilms et al. (2000) implies a dust-to-gas mass ratio
of 6.5 × 10−3; if all interstellar Fe is depleted into dust grains, the
dust-to-gas mass ratio raises to 6.9 × 10−3. In addition, converting
from dust mass to total Fe column requires knowledge of the ferric
dust mineralogy. If the Fe is in olivine dust, (Mg,Fe2 +)2SiO4, then

Figure 5. The optical depth of the Fe–L edge using optical constants from
Draine (2003), which are based on lab absorption measurements of olivine
(van Aken & Liebscher 2002). Under our fiducial dust abundance assump-
tions, the dust mass column of Md = 10−4 g cm−2 is equivalent to NH ≈
1022 cm−2. Because some of the scattered light will be captured within the
aperture used to extract the source spectrum, the Fe-L edge extinction cross-
section will depend on telescope resolution. For a 10 arcsec (60) arcsec
radius aperture, the enclosed fraction of scattered light is about 2.5 per cent
(15 per cent), assuming that the dust is uniformly distributed along the line
of sight.

the conversion to Fe column would depend directly on the Fe to Si
abundance ratio and depletion factors.

The photoelectric absorption edges will also change according
to the dust grain size distribution, grain shape (Hoffman & Draine
2016), grain mineralogy (Lee et al. 2009; Lee 2010), and imaging
resolution of the relevant telescope as described by Fig. 3. The blue
curves in Fig. 5 show how the extinction cross-section at the Fe–L
edge might change for instruments with 10 arcsec resolution (e.g.
XMM–Newtonor Swift) and 60 arcsec resolution (e.g. NuSTAR or
the upcoming Astro-H mission). If we go to the extreme of assuming
that all interstellar dust grains are 0.3 µm in size, Fig. 6 illustrates
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changes are due to holding the absorbing column density fixed
—had this been allowed to vary, it might have resulted in a
smaller increase in flux. The statistics of the fit change
minimally after adding the scattering model, which itself has no
free parameters. Without redoing the full analysis done in F10,
it is impossible to determine the ultimate impact of dust
scattering on the cooling term, except to note that it could
easily change the cooling parameters by 1σ–2σ.

3.1.2. EXO 0748-676

Similar to XTE J1701-462, EXO 0748-676 is an X-ray
binary that transitioned from a long (24 yr) outburst phase to
relative quiescence in 2008, inspiring Degenaar et al.
(2011,hereafter D11) to study the cooling of the crust. Unlike
XTE J1701, however, the Galactic line-of-sight hydrogen
column density toward the source is nearly an order of
magnitude lower at ∼1021 cm−2 (Dickey & Lockman 1990;
Kalberla et al. 2005). Similar to F10, D11 considered a wide
range of observations to measure the cooling, fitting the same
model consisting of an absorbed neutron star atmosphere plus a
power law to each (in XSPEC, phabs*(nsatmos + powerlaw).

We selected the first observation described in D11, an XMM-
Newton observation (ObsID 0560180701), and reanalyzed the
data set using SAS v14.0 and the most recent calibration
database. The data were extracted following the methods
and extraction regions described in D11, although they used
SAS v9.0 and an earlier calibration database. The MOS1,
MOS2, and pn data were all fit jointly, with a linear scaling
applied to pn data to allow for calibration uncertainties
(the value was 1.02± 0.03). The best-fit parameters are
shown in Table 3, where Fbol is the unabsorbed neutron star
flux in the range0.01–100 keV and FX is the total 0.5–10 keV
model flux. We used the same values for the constant terms
as D11, including NH= 7×1020 cm−2, = :M M1.4NS ,
RNS= 15.6 km, D= 7.4 kpc, and a power-law index of
Γ= 1.7. As with the results for XTE J1701-462 shown in
Table 2, the impact of including dust scattering is modest, but
larger than the statistical uncertainties. As with the F10 results,
we find good agreement with the flux measurements when
using the same model, but here the best-fit neutron star
effective temperature is higher, as well as having larger error
bars (in this case, 90% limits to match the results reported
in D11). After adding in the dust scattering, assumed to be
MRN77 dust positioned halfway to the source with the same
total equivalent hydrogen column density, the neutron starʼs
temperature drops and its bolometric flux increases. The change
is not enough to invalidate any results, but it both is significant
and impacts the fits systematically.

3.2. Black Hole Binaries: GRS 1758-258

Dust scattering does not only impact parameters measured
for cooling neutron stars. GRS 1758-258 is a Galactic
microquasar, a stellar-mass black hole in a binary system, but
the high extinction to the system (Rothstein et al. 2002) has
made unambiguous identification of its companion star and
period difficult. Soria et al. (2011) analyzed a series of three
XMM-Newton observations of the system between 2000
and2002and found that in 2001 (ObsID #0136140201) the
source was in the disk-dominated “soft” state. As soft X-rays
are most affected by dust scattering, we chose to reanalyze this
data set to determine the impact of adding xscat to the spectral
model.
We reanalyzed the XMM-Newton data using SAS v14.0

(Soria et al. [2011] used v10.0), but otherwise followed the
extraction approach outlined in their paper. We compare only
to the MOS1 data, as Soria et al. (2011) noted that MOS2 was
affected by “anomalously low count rate” regions near the
source, while the pn was seriously affected by pileup. The fit
used the same model, a disk blackbody plus a power-law
component, including both a Galactic and anintrinsic absorp-
tion component (e.g., ´ ´ +phabs phabs diskbb pow( ) in
XSPEC). In Table 4 we show the best-fit parameters from Soria
et al. (2011), our best-fit values with the same model, and our
best-fit values including dust scattering. The diskbb parameters
include the disk inner temperature (kTdbb) and normalization
(Ndbb), along with the power-law modelʼs slope (Γ) and
normalization (Npo). In all of our fits, we found it necessary to
fix the slope of the powerlaw to the value found in Soria et al.
(2011) in order to reasonably constrain the fits; this may be due
to updates in the XMM-Newton calibration. Holding the slope
constant also had the effect of artificially reducing the size of
the kTdbb error bars, but this is not relevant to our comparison
here. With the slope fixed we obtained similar values tothose
of Soria et al. (2011).
We then include the dust scattering term using anMRN77

dust model with the extraction radius fixed at 45″ and the
column density fixed at 7.5×1021 cm−2, from the LAB survey
(Kalberla et al. 2005). The only potentially free parameter is the
plane of the dust. At an assumed distance of 8 kpc and Galactic
latitude of −1°.36, GRS 1759-258 is ∼190 pc out of the plane,
while the scale height for cold molecular clouds is ∼100 pc
(Cox 2005). Fitting with a variable dust position places the dust
at x> 0.91 of the distance to the source. At this position, the
effect of dust scattering is minimal and the best-fit parameters

Table 3
Best-fit Parameters for the Cooling Neutron Star EXO 0748-676

Observed on 2008 November 06

Source ¥kTeff (eV) FX
a Fbol

a

D11 120.7± 0.4 1.14± 0.01 1.39± 0.02
This paper 128.6± 2.6 1.15± 0.02 1.41± 0.04
w/scattering 126.0± 2.5 1.19± 0.03 1.48± 0.04

Note.
a In units of 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1.

Table 4
Best-fit Spectral Parameters for GRS 1758-258

Parameter Soria+ (11) This Paper + xscat

NH(gal, abs)a 0.75 0.75 0.75
NH(gal, scat)a L L 0.75
NH(int)a -

+0.99 0.02
0.04 1.02± 0.02 0.77± 0.02

kTdbb (keV) -
+0.45 0.01

0.01 0.447± 0.004 0.429± 0.004
Ndbb -

+1668 105
112

-
+1990 120

130
-
+2628 150

170

Γ -
+2.85 0.32

0.33 2.85 2.85
Npo

b
-
+0.54 0.24

0.43 0.61± 0.03 0.64± 0.03

Notes.
a Column density in units of 1022 cm−2.
b Power-law norm in units of 10−1 ph cm−2 s−1 keV−1, following Soria
et al. (2011).
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Figure 4. Fractional difference between fit and input parameters (Xfit − Xinp)/Xinp as a function of input NH value. (Left): without dust extinction, fit NH
values are systematically too high by a baseline level of 25 per cent and up to 50 per cent for input NH > 1023 cm−2. (Middle): when absorption begins to affect
the high-energy end of the energy range covered, the photon index ! can be underestimated by a factor of 50 per cent when NH ! 3 × 1023 cm−2. (Right): the
inaccuracy of the source parameters will lead the unattenuated source flux to be underestimated by 10–50 per cent for NH > 1023 cm−2.

scattering causes NH values to be systematically overestimated by
a baseline factor of 25 per cent for all objects. This bias increases
to up to 50 per cent for the most obscured sight lines. In addition,
the unattenuated source flux calculated from such models can be
10–50 per cent too low when NH > few × 1023 cm−2. More specific
examples of how dust extinction can alter key science results in the
study of X-ray binaries are given in Smith, Valencic & Corrales
(2016).

3 TH E E F F E C T S O F D U S T SC AT T E R I N G
AT HIGH RESOLUTION

The dust-scattering cross-section can alter the appearance of pho-
toelectric absorption edges for instruments with sufficient imaging
and spectral resolution. The resonances that lead to an absorption
edge also cause resonances in the scattering cross-section that will
alter the shape of an absorption edge feature and, in particular, will
add a lip to the low-energy side of the edge. Judging from Fig. 2
(right), these features will be most dramatic for the C–K (0.3 keV),
O–K (0.5 keV), and Fe–L edges (0.7 keV). Since a large frac-
tion of interstellar C and O is likely in gas form (about 50 per cent
and 60 per cent, respectively), full fits to the absorption edge re-
gion will need additional contributions from gas phase neutral and
low-ionization states of those elements. Where ionization might be
relevant, we recommend theISMabsmodel of Gatuzz et al. (2015).
From here onwards, we focus in particular on interstellar Fe.

Fig. 5 shows a close up of the Fe–L edge, computed with Mie
scattering and our MRN model of silicate dust. We use the optical
constants of Draine (2003), which are based on the lab measure-
ments of olivine absorption by van Aken & Liebscher (2002). We
show here the cross-section for a given ferric dust mass column in
units of 10−4 g cm−2. Under our fiducial dust abundance assump-
tions, the corresponding hydrogen column is NH ≈ 1022 cm−2.
However, recent work by Schulz et al. (in preparation) find signifi-
cant departure from solar metallicity abundances for ISM silicates.
For this reason, we opt to describe the dust cross-section in terms of
mass column, because the conversion from NH values depends on
strong assumptions about ISM metallicity and depletion factors. For
instance, we find that using the ISM abundance and depletion values
from table 1 of Wilms et al. (2000) implies a dust-to-gas mass ratio
of 6.5 × 10−3; if all interstellar Fe is depleted into dust grains, the
dust-to-gas mass ratio raises to 6.9 × 10−3. In addition, converting
from dust mass to total Fe column requires knowledge of the ferric
dust mineralogy. If the Fe is in olivine dust, (Mg,Fe2 +)2SiO4, then

Figure 5. The optical depth of the Fe–L edge using optical constants from
Draine (2003), which are based on lab absorption measurements of olivine
(van Aken & Liebscher 2002). Under our fiducial dust abundance assump-
tions, the dust mass column of Md = 10−4 g cm−2 is equivalent to NH ≈
1022 cm−2. Because some of the scattered light will be captured within the
aperture used to extract the source spectrum, the Fe-L edge extinction cross-
section will depend on telescope resolution. For a 10 arcsec (60) arcsec
radius aperture, the enclosed fraction of scattered light is about 2.5 per cent
(15 per cent), assuming that the dust is uniformly distributed along the line
of sight.

the conversion to Fe column would depend directly on the Fe to Si
abundance ratio and depletion factors.

The photoelectric absorption edges will also change according
to the dust grain size distribution, grain shape (Hoffman & Draine
2016), grain mineralogy (Lee et al. 2009; Lee 2010), and imaging
resolution of the relevant telescope as described by Fig. 3. The blue
curves in Fig. 5 show how the extinction cross-section at the Fe–L
edge might change for instruments with 10 arcsec resolution (e.g.
XMM–Newtonor Swift) and 60 arcsec resolution (e.g. NuSTAR or
the upcoming Astro-H mission). If we go to the extreme of assuming
that all interstellar dust grains are 0.3 µm in size, Fig. 6 illustrates
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Figure 6. The optical depth of the Fe–L edge using the same models
as Fig. 5, except that all grains are 0.3 µm in radius. Because large dust
grains produce more compact scattering haloes, the enclosed fraction of
scattered light for a 10 arcsec (60) arcsec radius aperture is about 5 per cent
(25 per cent).

how the depth of the photoelectric absorption edge decreases dra-
matically. This is due to shielding, as strong absorption prevents
X-rays from penetrating the inner portions of the dust grain, and
a smaller fraction of the total metal column contributes to the X-
ray absorption edge. The dust grain size distribution and mineralogy
give a wide variety of parameters that may be tuned to match the ob-
served absorption edge structure. Ultimately, more power to discern
between different grain models will come with the next generation
of X-ray telescopes that have higher energy resolution and larger
effective area (Astro-H, Athena, and the proposed X-ray Surveyor
mission).

For now, we would like to illustrate the ability of the Fe–L edge
model shown in Fig. 5 to fit current observations of X-ray binaries
in the Chandra archive. Fig. 7 shows a local power-law fit in the
16–19 Å range, with the Fe–L extinction template in Fig. 5, for GX
9+9, XTE J1817-330, and Cyg X-1. Table 1 gives the equivalent
dust mass, NH column under the fiducial dust abundance assump-
tions, and the NH column from Gatuzz et al. (2015, hereafter GG15).
The columns in GG15 are measured by fitting broad-band spectra
(11–25Å) with their absorption modelISMabs. This model is simi-

Table 1. Fe–L edge fits to three X-ray binaries.

Dust mass Equiv NH ISMabs NH
Object (10−4 g cm−2) (1022 cm−2) (1022 cm−2)

GX 9+9 0.34 ± 0.04 0.38 ± 0.04 0.315 ± 0.021
XTE J1817-330 0.27 ± 0.03 0.30 ± 0.03 0.038 ± 0.020
Cyg X-1 0.52 ± 0.03 0.58 ± 0.03 0.623 ± 0.014

lar to TBnew, with the difference that it incorporates revised atomic
data from not only the neutrals, but also from the single and double
ionized species. However, for Fe–L only, they implement the ex-
perimental cross-section from solid metallic iron (Kortright & Kim
2000).

Note that the equivalent NH columns, inferred from the Fe edge
alone, can disagree with the GG15 value, which is inferred from a
broad-band fit. However, the relative amounts of ferric dust between
the three objects in Table 1 do agree with the Fe abundance trends
seen in GG15. In particular for the case of XTE J1817-330, Fe
appears relatively over-abundant for the NH value by a factor of
10. There also appears to be slight misalignment between the Fe–L
template and the Cyg X-1 data. This could indicate a difference in
dust grain composition, as the relative strengths and positions of
the Fe–L2 and Fe–L3 extinction bumps can depend on, for instance,
the relative amount of Fe3 + in the mineral (van Aken & Liebscher
2002). Hanke et al. (2009) also noticed a 540 ± 230 km s−1 blue
shift between the Cyg X-1 Fe–L edge and the pure solid Fe cross-
section of Kortright & Kim (2000). We reserve comparisons among
Fe-L absorption templates from various materials for a future work.
However, better data are needed to distinguish between different
grain types, because overall the quality of the fits is pretty much the
same. Additional grain parameters that affect absorption edge fine
structure, such as shape (Hoffman & Draine 2016) and crystalline
structure (Lee 2010), would require greater energy resolution than
is currently available.

4 R E L E VA N C E TO D U S T O B S C U R E D O B J E C T S

There are several rules of thumb that one can apply in order to
gauge the relative significance of dust absorption and scattering in
the X-ray regime. First, the total optical depth to absorption should
be linearly proportional to dust mass, unless the dust grains are large
enough to shield inner portions of the grain from X-ray light. As long
as most grains have a radius a ! 0.3 µm the total absorption cross-
section should not change significantly. Secondly, the ISM optical
depth to scattering depends roughly on τ sca ∝ Mdρga, where ρg is
the density of the dust grain material. This is because τRGD

sca = Ndσsca

with Nd ∝ Md/ρga3 and σsca ∝ a4ρ2
g , in the RGD regime. In the soft

Figure 7. Fits to the Fe–L edge from three Galactic X-ray binaries in the Chandra archive, using the extinction template in Fig. 5.
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X-ray scattering fine structure (XSFS) appearance depends on  
scattering halo shape and telescope imaging resolution

grain 
size

0.01 µm 0.1 µm

1348 L. R. Corrales et al.

Figure 4. Fractional difference between fit and input parameters (Xfit − Xinp)/Xinp as a function of input NH value. (Left): without dust extinction, fit NH
values are systematically too high by a baseline level of 25 per cent and up to 50 per cent for input NH > 1023 cm−2. (Middle): when absorption begins to affect
the high-energy end of the energy range covered, the photon index ! can be underestimated by a factor of 50 per cent when NH ! 3 × 1023 cm−2. (Right): the
inaccuracy of the source parameters will lead the unattenuated source flux to be underestimated by 10–50 per cent for NH > 1023 cm−2.

scattering causes NH values to be systematically overestimated by
a baseline factor of 25 per cent for all objects. This bias increases
to up to 50 per cent for the most obscured sight lines. In addition,
the unattenuated source flux calculated from such models can be
10–50 per cent too low when NH > few × 1023 cm−2. More specific
examples of how dust extinction can alter key science results in the
study of X-ray binaries are given in Smith, Valencic & Corrales
(2016).

3 TH E E F F E C T S O F D U S T SC AT T E R I N G
AT HIGH RESOLUTION

The dust-scattering cross-section can alter the appearance of pho-
toelectric absorption edges for instruments with sufficient imaging
and spectral resolution. The resonances that lead to an absorption
edge also cause resonances in the scattering cross-section that will
alter the shape of an absorption edge feature and, in particular, will
add a lip to the low-energy side of the edge. Judging from Fig. 2
(right), these features will be most dramatic for the C–K (0.3 keV),
O–K (0.5 keV), and Fe–L edges (0.7 keV). Since a large frac-
tion of interstellar C and O is likely in gas form (about 50 per cent
and 60 per cent, respectively), full fits to the absorption edge re-
gion will need additional contributions from gas phase neutral and
low-ionization states of those elements. Where ionization might be
relevant, we recommend theISMabsmodel of Gatuzz et al. (2015).
From here onwards, we focus in particular on interstellar Fe.

Fig. 5 shows a close up of the Fe–L edge, computed with Mie
scattering and our MRN model of silicate dust. We use the optical
constants of Draine (2003), which are based on the lab measure-
ments of olivine absorption by van Aken & Liebscher (2002). We
show here the cross-section for a given ferric dust mass column in
units of 10−4 g cm−2. Under our fiducial dust abundance assump-
tions, the corresponding hydrogen column is NH ≈ 1022 cm−2.
However, recent work by Schulz et al. (in preparation) find signifi-
cant departure from solar metallicity abundances for ISM silicates.
For this reason, we opt to describe the dust cross-section in terms of
mass column, because the conversion from NH values depends on
strong assumptions about ISM metallicity and depletion factors. For
instance, we find that using the ISM abundance and depletion values
from table 1 of Wilms et al. (2000) implies a dust-to-gas mass ratio
of 6.5 × 10−3; if all interstellar Fe is depleted into dust grains, the
dust-to-gas mass ratio raises to 6.9 × 10−3. In addition, converting
from dust mass to total Fe column requires knowledge of the ferric
dust mineralogy. If the Fe is in olivine dust, (Mg,Fe2 +)2SiO4, then

Figure 5. The optical depth of the Fe–L edge using optical constants from
Draine (2003), which are based on lab absorption measurements of olivine
(van Aken & Liebscher 2002). Under our fiducial dust abundance assump-
tions, the dust mass column of Md = 10−4 g cm−2 is equivalent to NH ≈
1022 cm−2. Because some of the scattered light will be captured within the
aperture used to extract the source spectrum, the Fe-L edge extinction cross-
section will depend on telescope resolution. For a 10 arcsec (60) arcsec
radius aperture, the enclosed fraction of scattered light is about 2.5 per cent
(15 per cent), assuming that the dust is uniformly distributed along the line
of sight.

the conversion to Fe column would depend directly on the Fe to Si
abundance ratio and depletion factors.

The photoelectric absorption edges will also change according
to the dust grain size distribution, grain shape (Hoffman & Draine
2016), grain mineralogy (Lee et al. 2009; Lee 2010), and imaging
resolution of the relevant telescope as described by Fig. 3. The blue
curves in Fig. 5 show how the extinction cross-section at the Fe–L
edge might change for instruments with 10 arcsec resolution (e.g.
XMM–Newtonor Swift) and 60 arcsec resolution (e.g. NuSTAR or
the upcoming Astro-H mission). If we go to the extreme of assuming
that all interstellar dust grains are 0.3 µm in size, Fig. 6 illustrates
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Figure 6. The optical depth of the Fe–L edge using the same models
as Fig. 5, except that all grains are 0.3 µm in radius. Because large dust
grains produce more compact scattering haloes, the enclosed fraction of
scattered light for a 10 arcsec (60) arcsec radius aperture is about 5 per cent
(25 per cent).

how the depth of the photoelectric absorption edge decreases dra-
matically. This is due to shielding, as strong absorption prevents
X-rays from penetrating the inner portions of the dust grain, and
a smaller fraction of the total metal column contributes to the X-
ray absorption edge. The dust grain size distribution and mineralogy
give a wide variety of parameters that may be tuned to match the ob-
served absorption edge structure. Ultimately, more power to discern
between different grain models will come with the next generation
of X-ray telescopes that have higher energy resolution and larger
effective area (Astro-H, Athena, and the proposed X-ray Surveyor
mission).

For now, we would like to illustrate the ability of the Fe–L edge
model shown in Fig. 5 to fit current observations of X-ray binaries
in the Chandra archive. Fig. 7 shows a local power-law fit in the
16–19 Å range, with the Fe–L extinction template in Fig. 5, for GX
9+9, XTE J1817-330, and Cyg X-1. Table 1 gives the equivalent
dust mass, NH column under the fiducial dust abundance assump-
tions, and the NH column from Gatuzz et al. (2015, hereafter GG15).
The columns in GG15 are measured by fitting broad-band spectra
(11–25Å) with their absorption modelISMabs. This model is simi-

Table 1. Fe–L edge fits to three X-ray binaries.

Dust mass Equiv NH ISMabs NH
Object (10−4 g cm−2) (1022 cm−2) (1022 cm−2)

GX 9+9 0.34 ± 0.04 0.38 ± 0.04 0.315 ± 0.021
XTE J1817-330 0.27 ± 0.03 0.30 ± 0.03 0.038 ± 0.020
Cyg X-1 0.52 ± 0.03 0.58 ± 0.03 0.623 ± 0.014

lar to TBnew, with the difference that it incorporates revised atomic
data from not only the neutrals, but also from the single and double
ionized species. However, for Fe–L only, they implement the ex-
perimental cross-section from solid metallic iron (Kortright & Kim
2000).

Note that the equivalent NH columns, inferred from the Fe edge
alone, can disagree with the GG15 value, which is inferred from a
broad-band fit. However, the relative amounts of ferric dust between
the three objects in Table 1 do agree with the Fe abundance trends
seen in GG15. In particular for the case of XTE J1817-330, Fe
appears relatively over-abundant for the NH value by a factor of
10. There also appears to be slight misalignment between the Fe–L
template and the Cyg X-1 data. This could indicate a difference in
dust grain composition, as the relative strengths and positions of
the Fe–L2 and Fe–L3 extinction bumps can depend on, for instance,
the relative amount of Fe3 + in the mineral (van Aken & Liebscher
2002). Hanke et al. (2009) also noticed a 540 ± 230 km s−1 blue
shift between the Cyg X-1 Fe–L edge and the pure solid Fe cross-
section of Kortright & Kim (2000). We reserve comparisons among
Fe-L absorption templates from various materials for a future work.
However, better data are needed to distinguish between different
grain types, because overall the quality of the fits is pretty much the
same. Additional grain parameters that affect absorption edge fine
structure, such as shape (Hoffman & Draine 2016) and crystalline
structure (Lee 2010), would require greater energy resolution than
is currently available.

4 R E L E VA N C E TO D U S T O B S C U R E D O B J E C T S

There are several rules of thumb that one can apply in order to
gauge the relative significance of dust absorption and scattering in
the X-ray regime. First, the total optical depth to absorption should
be linearly proportional to dust mass, unless the dust grains are large
enough to shield inner portions of the grain from X-ray light. As long
as most grains have a radius a ! 0.3 µm the total absorption cross-
section should not change significantly. Secondly, the ISM optical
depth to scattering depends roughly on τ sca ∝ Mdρga, where ρg is
the density of the dust grain material. This is because τRGD

sca = Ndσsca

with Nd ∝ Md/ρga3 and σsca ∝ a4ρ2
g , in the RGD regime. In the soft

Figure 7. Fits to the Fe–L edge from three Galactic X-ray binaries in the Chandra archive, using the extinction template in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 10. The upper panel shows a fit of the Si K-edge with particles of
sizes in a range of 0.1 − 0.5µm. The best fitting mixture consist out
of the same compounds as the fit in section 6.2: sample 1 (crystalline
olivine) and sample 5 (amorphous pyroxene) with a small addition of
sample 6 (hypersthene). The lower panel shows the models residuals of
the fit in terms of the standard deviation, σ.

the mid-infrared extinction law. The extinction curve in the dif-
fuse ISM is represented by RV = 3.1, while higher values of
RV (i.e., 4-6) are observed for dense clouds, which may indi-
cate the presence of larger grains (Weingartner & Draine 2001).
Xue et al. (2016) calculate the intrinsic mid-infrared color ex-
cess from the stellar effective temperatures in order to determine
the mid-infrared extinction. They find that the extinction curve is
consistent with the RV = 5.5 model curve and agrees well with
the WD01 (Weingartner & Draine 2001) interstellar dust model.
The sight line toward GX 5-1 traverses the molecular ring and
likely probes a mixture of diffuse and dense medium. The dense
region may be associated with the molecular ring, characterized
by larger grains (Ormel et al. 2009, 2011).

8. Summary
In this paper, we analyze the X-ray spectrum of the low-mass X-
ray binary GX 5-1, where we focuse, in particular, on the model-
ing of the Si K-edge. The Si K-edges of six silicate dust samples
were measured at the Soleil synchrotron facility in Paris. Using
these new measurements, we calculated the extinction profiles
of these samples in order to make them suitable for the analy-
sis of the ISM toward GX 5-1. The extinction profiles of the Si
K-edge were added to the AMOL model of the spectral fitting
program SPEX. We obtained a best fit to the Chandra HETG
data of GX 5-1 and arrive at the following results:

1. We established conservative lower limits on the abundances
of Si, O, Mg, and Fe: ASi/A⊙ > 1.14, AO/A⊙ > 1.06,
AMg/A⊙ > 1.6, AFe/A⊙ > 0.79. Except for iron, all the
lower limits on the abundances show abundances similar to,
or above, protosolar values. We obtained upper limits on the
depletion: < 0.87 for silicon, < 0.23 for oxygen, < 0.97 for
magnesium and < 0.76 for iron.

2. There may be indications for large dust particles along the
line of sight due to enhanced scattering features in the Si
K-edge. The scattering feature longward of the Si K-edge is
better fitted using a model with larger particles, which in-
dicates the presence of particles larger than 0.25µm up to
0.5 µm.

3. The sharp absorption features observed in the Si K-edge sug-
gest a possibly significant amount of crystalline dust with re-
spect to the total amount of dust. However, more laboratory
measurements are required to draw any conclusion on this
subject.
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Appendix A: Correction for saturation
In section 3, we describe the effect of saturation. In order to
correct for saturation, we used the FLUO correction code by
Daniel Haskel, which is part of the UWXAFS software package
(Stern et al. 1995). In this appendix, we give a brief summary of
the correction method, which can also be found in the documen-
tation of the FLUO code. Equation 3 corresponds to pre-edge
subtracted data, that is, for energies lower than the edge I f /I0,
which is zero. The signal can be normalized by performing an
edge-step normalization. The normalized signal N is given by:

N =
I f
I0 (E)
I f
I0 (E

+
0 )
=

!

ϵ f (E)αe(E)
ϵ f (E+0 )αe(E

+
0 )

"!

αtot(E f ) + αb(E+0 ) + αe(E
+
0 )

αtot(E f ) + αb(E) + αe(E)

"

,

(A.1)

where αtot = αb+αe, αe is the absorption from the element of
interest, αb denotes the absorption from all other atoms and other
edges of interest and E+0 indicates the energy above the main
absorption edge. Dividing the denominator by αe(E+0 ) gives:

N =
αe(E)
αe(E+0 )

ϵ f (E)
ϵ f (E+0 )

!

αtot(Ef )
αe(E+0 )

+
αb(E+0 )
αe(E+0 )

+
αe(E+0 )
αe(E+0 )

αtot(Ef )
αe(E+0 )

+
αb(E)
αe(E+0 )

+
αe(E)
αe(E+0 )

"

. (A.2)

Defining β = αtot(Ef )
αe(E+0 )

, γ = αb(E)
αe(E+0 )

, and γ′ = αb(E
+
0 )

αe(E+0 )
and solving

for αe(E)
αeE+0

gives:

αe(E)
αe(E+0 )

=
N(β + γ)

(β + γ′ + 1) − N
. (A.3)

Since we are only concerned with a small energy range at the
interval of the XANES region, the following approximation was
made: ϵ f (E)

ϵ f (E+0 )
≈ 1 in Equation A.3. Furthermore, αb(E) ≈ αb(E+0 )

which leads to: γ ≈ γ′. FLUO uses tabulated cross-section from
the McMaster tables to calculate β and γ. It will also perform an
edge-step normalization in order to obtain N. In this way

αe(E)
αe(E+0 )

can be derived.
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 Utilizes Draine (2003) optical constants with MRN sizes 
– dust properties for the continuum


 Absorption + Scattering 
– intended for Chandra and XMM-Newton 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 Good enough if you care about continuum science 

 If your science goal is astromineralogy, use  
  SRON (Zeegers, Rogantini, Psadaraki, Costantini),  
  J. Lee, or other direct lab measurements

ISMdust: a simple interstellar dust model

For low imaging resolution telescopes (NuSTAR, Suzaku, NICER),
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Exercise: Apply ISMdust to a continuum fit of GX 9+9

bit.ly/atomdb-2020-dust
LMXB GX 9+9 (Chandra ObsId 703) available in TGCat



Exercise: Apply ISMdust to a continuum fit of GX 9+9

powerlaw (2 parameters)

TBvarabs

NH: Hydrogen column density

Elemental abundance 
with respect to abundance table 

(17 parameters)

Dust model (4 parameters)

Gas fraction 
(17 parameters)

Redshift

ismdust (3 parameters)



Exercise: Apply ISMdust to a continuum fit of GX 9+9
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extremely high resolution and are irrelevant for most other
work.

For molecular hydrogen we adopt the cross sections
reported by Yan et al. (1998) for energies above 85 eV.
These cross sections are claimed to be accurate to about 5%
and have the correct E~3.5 asymptotics. Albeit outside of
our formal energy range eV), we note that the Ðt(E Z 100
formula given by equation (18) of Yan et al. (1998) for ener-
gies below 85 eV has signiÐcant deviations with respect to
the tabulated cross sections of Samson & Haddad (1994),
on which the Yan et al. values are based. Furthermore, the
Ðt formula is noncontinuous at 85 eV. For energies between
30 and 85 eV we Ðnd that the cross section can be represent-
ed by

pbf,H2
(x) \ ;

i/0

5
a
i
x~i , (6)

where x \ E/15.4 eV and where is given in megabarnspbf(\10~18 cm2). The Ðt coefficients are given in Table 1.a
iThe maximum deviation between the Ðt and the tabulated

data is less than 1%. We note that the photoabsorption

TABLE 1

FIT COEFFICIENTS TO EQUATION (6) FOR THEa
i

H2PHOTOABSORPTION CROSS SECTION

a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5
0.664 [11.768 78.118 [231.339 368.053 [189.953

cross section of is which results in an increaseH2 D2.85pH,
over previous estimates of for regions where molecularpISMhydrogen is an important contributor to the total absorpti-
vity (i.e., below D1 keV). Molecular e†ects were not
included in the earlier models, so essentially these models
assumed pbf,H2

\ 2pbf,H.

2.3. Abundances
Naturally, the assumed elemental abundances are of

crucial importance for the computation of While manypISM.
measurements of gas-phase abundances have been made,
measurement of the total gas plus dust abundance of the
ISM is very difficult. As a result, solar abundances, i.e.,
abundances determined from analysis of the solar photo-
sphere or (carbonaceous) meteorites, have generally been
used as the reference abundance for the ISM (Anders &
Ebihara 1982 ; Grevesse & Anders 1989 ; Anders & Grevesse
1989 ; Shull 1993, and references therein). For reference, we
list in Table 2 what we consider to be the best estimates of
these ““ local ÏÏ ISM abundances. We list the logarithmic
abundances by number, normalized to a hydrogen abun-
dance of based on the meteoritic abundanceslog AH \ 12,
of Anders & Grevesse (1989). We updated the abundances
of C and N using the results of Grevesse et al. (1991) and
Grevesse & Noels (1993), respectively. The solar abundance
of iron has been the subject of several discussions in recent
years (Raassen & Uylings 1998 ; Kostik, Shchukina, &
Rutten 1996 ; et al. 1991, and references therein).Bie" mont
We adopted as recently determinedlog AFe \ 7.50 ^ 0.05

TABLE 2

MOLECULAR WEIGHT, K EDGE ENERGIES, ABUNDANCES, AND DEPLETION FACTORS FOR1 [ b
Z

THE ABUNDANT ELEMENTS

12 ] log A
Z

1 [ b
Z
e

k
Z

EKb
Element (amu) (keV) Solarc ISMd This Paper MM83 Ride77

1 H . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . 12.00 12.00 1.0 1.0 1.0
2 He . . . . . . . . 4 . . . 10.99 10.99 1.0 1.0 1.0
6 C . . . . . . . . . 12 0.29 8.60 8.38 0.5 0.0 0.2
7 N . . . . . . . . . 14 0.41 7.97 7.88 1.0 0.0 0.5
8 O . . . . . . . . . 16 0.54 8.93 8.69 0.6 0.75 0.5
10 Ne . . . . . . 20 0.87 8.09 7.94 1.0 1.0 1.0
11 Na . . . . . . 23 1.08 6.31 6.16 0.25 0.0 . . .
12 Mg . . . . . . 24 1.31 7.59 7.40 0.2 0.0 0.2
13 Al . . . . . . . 27 1.57 6.48 6.33 0.02 0.0 . . .
14 Si . . . . . . . . 28 1.85 7.55 7.27 0.1 0.0 0.5
15 P . . . . . . . . 31 2.15 5.57 5.42 0.6 . . . . . .
16 S . . . . . . . . 32 2.48 7.27 7.09 0.6 0.0 0.7
17 Cl . . . . . . . 35 2.83 5.27 5.12 0.5 0.0 . . .
18 Ar . . . . . . . 40 3.20 6.56 6.41 1.0 1.0 0.5
20 Ca . . . . . . 40 4.04 6.34 6.20 0.003 0.0 . . .
22 Ti . . . . . . . 48 4.97 4.93 4.81 0.002 . . . . . .
24 Cr . . . . . . . 52 5.97 5.68 5.51 0.03 0.0 . . .
25 Mn . . . . . . 55 6.55 5.53 5.34 0.07 . . . . . .
26 Fe . . . . . . . 56 7.12 7.50 7.43 0.3 0.0 0.2
27 Co . . . . . . 59 7.73 4.92 4.92 0.05 . . . . . .
28 Ni . . . . . . . 59 8.35 6.25 6.05 0.04 0.0 . . .

a Molecular weight.
b K edge energy (rounded after Verner & Yakovlev 1995).
c Solar abundance (see also ° 2.3 ; Anders & Grevesse 1989 ; Grevesse et al. 1991 ; Grevesse &

Noels 1993).
d Adopted abundance of the ISM based on Snow & Witt 1996, Cardelli et al. 1996, and

Meyer et al. 1997, 1998 ; see ° 2.3.
e Ratio of gas abundance to total ISM abundance, using our adopted abundances1 [ b

Z
,

(° 2.4) and, for comparison, the older values of Morrison & McCammon 1983 (MM83) and
Ride & Walker 1977 (Ride77).

W
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Exercise: Apply ISMdust to a continuum fit of GX 9+9

Tie the dust mass column

to NH by choosing a


dust-to-gas mass ratio

(typically 0.01)

ISMdust parameters


msil: dust mass 
column of silicates


mgra: dust mass  
column of graphite


UNITS: 10-4 g cm-2
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powerlaw (2 parameters)

TBvarabs

NH: Hydrogen column density

Elemental abundance 
with respect to abundance table 

(17 parameters)

Dust model (4 parameters)

Gas fraction 
(17 parameters)

Redshift

ismdust (3 parameters)
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Exercise: Apply ISMdust to a continuum fit of GX 9+9

powerlaw * phabs
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Exercise: Apply ISMdust to Fe L shell photoabsorption in GX 9+9



WARNING 

ISMabs uses

pure metallic


Fe L shell

absorption 
(not gas)

Exercise: Apply ISMdust to Fe L shell photoabsorption in GX 9+9
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edge
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ISMabs
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ISMdust
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When to worry about dust and dust scattering

Rule of thumb: Where is your dust?

Intrinsic to source?

location

0.1 
(nearby)

0.9 
(far)

x ⌘ Ddust

Dsrc
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When to worry about dust and dust scattering

Rule of thumb: Where is your dust?

Intrinsic to source?
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When to worry about dust and dust scattering
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The scattering component of X-ray extinction 1347
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Figure 2. (Left): the contribution of a 60/40 silicate (green) and graphite (blue) dust to the TBnew absorption opacity (magenta) for an ISM column of
1022 cm−2. (Right): the combined absorption and scattering components of a 60/40 silicate to graphite mix give the total extinction opacity for an ISM column
of 1022 cm−2(black). The Rayleigh–Gans plus Drude approximation, used often in X-ray studies of dust scattering, is shown for reference (grey dashed line).

Figure 3. Fraction of the dust-scattering halo enclosed by a source extrac-
tion region of various radii. The thick lines show the enclosed fraction from
a scattering halo calculated from dust distributed uniformly along the line
of sight. The thin lines show the same but for a situation where all the dust
located in a wall exactly half way between the X-ray source and observer.
The 60 arcsec curves are indicative of low-resolution telescopes such as
NuSTAR and Astro-H, the 10 arcsec curves are indicative for XMM–Newton
and Swift, and the 2.5 arcsec curve is relevant for the default Chandra HETG
source extraction width. For comparison, the XSPEC model dust assumes
that all of the scattered flux is spread uniformly in a disc with radius ∝ E−1,
which implies an E2 dependence for the enclosed fraction. The dashed lines
show what such a geometry would predict for NuSTAR and Swift.

It suffices to say that most scattering haloes around Galactic X-ray
binaries are dominated by a single dust wall (Valencic & Smith
2015), and so XMM–Newton and Swift should lose > 90 per cent of
dust scattered light over their bandpass. Around the Fe–K band,
NuSTAR will lose 30 per cent of the dust scattered light, but this will
only affect Fe–K features on the few per cent level for the most
highly obscured sight lines (e.g. the Galactic Center, which has NH

≈ 1023 cm−2).
For reference, the Rayleigh–Gans plus Drude (RGD) approxima-

tion, used in many studies of X-ray-scattering haloes (e.g. Mauche
& Gorenstein 1986; Smith & Dwek 1998; Corrales & Paerels 2015),

is plotted alongside the more accurate Mie-scattering cross-sections
in Fig. 2 (right). The power of the RGD approximation is that it does
not depend specifically on grain composition, only the average grain
material density. It follows an E−2 energy dependence, with an op-
tical depth τ sca(1keV) ≈ 0.05 per NH = 1021 cm−2, calculated from
our fiducial MRN distribution. This value is consistent with the re-
sults of Predehl & Schmitt (1995), who used all the X-ray-scattering
haloes available from the ROSAT all-sky survey to determine the
average dust-scattering parameters of the ISM.

To estimate the systematic effect of neglecting dust scattering
from models of ISM extinction, we simulated a large number of
Chandra ACIS-I spectra using the Interactive Spectral Interpreta-
tion System (ISIS; Houck & Denicola 2000). We assume a power-law
emission spectrum for the source, under the influence of extinction
from neutral ISM metals and dust scattering:

F inp
ps ∝ E−" exp(−τabs − τsca), (2)

where τ abs comes from TBnew and τ sca = 0.05(NH/1021 cm−2).
This equation assumes the worst-case scenario: 100 per cent loss of
the dust scattered light from the source extraction region, which
is valid for Chandra observations with a dust wall at moderate
distances between the source and observer (Fig. 3). Then we fit the
spectra without dust extinction:

F fit
ps ∝ E−" exp(−τabs) (3)

using standard χ2 statistics. In order to gauge systematic effects
that come from the fitting method and not the extinction model, we
also simulate spectra according to equation (3) and then fit them.
The modelled spectra were chosen to have 2–10 keV apparent fluxes
uniformly distributed in log space between 0.1 and 10 mCrab (2.5 ×
10−12–2.5 × 10−10 erg cm−2 s−1). In addition, photon indices were
chosen uniformly between 1 and 3, and exposure times were chosen
uniformly between 15 and 100 ks. These parameters were chosen to
be representative of typical Chandra observations of bright Galactic
X-ray binaries and some extragalactic point sources.

Fig. 4 shows the systematic offsets that come from the fit method
(red) versus the effect of not including the scattering in the ISM
extinction model (black). Interestingly, we find that neglecting dust
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Figure 2. (Left): the contribution of a 60/40 silicate (green) and graphite (blue) dust to the TBnew absorption opacity (magenta) for an ISM column of
1022 cm−2. (Right): the combined absorption and scattering components of a 60/40 silicate to graphite mix give the total extinction opacity for an ISM column
of 1022 cm−2(black). The Rayleigh–Gans plus Drude approximation, used often in X-ray studies of dust scattering, is shown for reference (grey dashed line).

Figure 3. Fraction of the dust-scattering halo enclosed by a source extrac-
tion region of various radii. The thick lines show the enclosed fraction from
a scattering halo calculated from dust distributed uniformly along the line
of sight. The thin lines show the same but for a situation where all the dust
located in a wall exactly half way between the X-ray source and observer.
The 60 arcsec curves are indicative of low-resolution telescopes such as
NuSTAR and Astro-H, the 10 arcsec curves are indicative for XMM–Newton
and Swift, and the 2.5 arcsec curve is relevant for the default Chandra HETG
source extraction width. For comparison, the XSPEC model dust assumes
that all of the scattered flux is spread uniformly in a disc with radius ∝ E−1,
which implies an E2 dependence for the enclosed fraction. The dashed lines
show what such a geometry would predict for NuSTAR and Swift.

It suffices to say that most scattering haloes around Galactic X-ray
binaries are dominated by a single dust wall (Valencic & Smith
2015), and so XMM–Newton and Swift should lose > 90 per cent of
dust scattered light over their bandpass. Around the Fe–K band,
NuSTAR will lose 30 per cent of the dust scattered light, but this will
only affect Fe–K features on the few per cent level for the most
highly obscured sight lines (e.g. the Galactic Center, which has NH

≈ 1023 cm−2).
For reference, the Rayleigh–Gans plus Drude (RGD) approxima-

tion, used in many studies of X-ray-scattering haloes (e.g. Mauche
& Gorenstein 1986; Smith & Dwek 1998; Corrales & Paerels 2015),

is plotted alongside the more accurate Mie-scattering cross-sections
in Fig. 2 (right). The power of the RGD approximation is that it does
not depend specifically on grain composition, only the average grain
material density. It follows an E−2 energy dependence, with an op-
tical depth τ sca(1keV) ≈ 0.05 per NH = 1021 cm−2, calculated from
our fiducial MRN distribution. This value is consistent with the re-
sults of Predehl & Schmitt (1995), who used all the X-ray-scattering
haloes available from the ROSAT all-sky survey to determine the
average dust-scattering parameters of the ISM.

To estimate the systematic effect of neglecting dust scattering
from models of ISM extinction, we simulated a large number of
Chandra ACIS-I spectra using the Interactive Spectral Interpreta-
tion System (ISIS; Houck & Denicola 2000). We assume a power-law
emission spectrum for the source, under the influence of extinction
from neutral ISM metals and dust scattering:

F inp
ps ∝ E−" exp(−τabs − τsca), (2)

where τ abs comes from TBnew and τ sca = 0.05(NH/1021 cm−2).
This equation assumes the worst-case scenario: 100 per cent loss of
the dust scattered light from the source extraction region, which
is valid for Chandra observations with a dust wall at moderate
distances between the source and observer (Fig. 3). Then we fit the
spectra without dust extinction:

F fit
ps ∝ E−" exp(−τabs) (3)

using standard χ2 statistics. In order to gauge systematic effects
that come from the fitting method and not the extinction model, we
also simulate spectra according to equation (3) and then fit them.
The modelled spectra were chosen to have 2–10 keV apparent fluxes
uniformly distributed in log space between 0.1 and 10 mCrab (2.5 ×
10−12–2.5 × 10−10 erg cm−2 s−1). In addition, photon indices were
chosen uniformly between 1 and 3, and exposure times were chosen
uniformly between 15 and 100 ks. These parameters were chosen to
be representative of typical Chandra observations of bright Galactic
X-ray binaries and some extragalactic point sources.

Fig. 4 shows the systematic offsets that come from the fit method
(red) versus the effect of not including the scattering in the ISM
extinction model (black). Interestingly, we find that neglecting dust
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who used this same procedure to extend a range of typical dust
components well into the hard X-rays. These values are also
provided in the xscat software package. The Zubko et al. (2004)
optical constants are ultimately based on the photoionization
cross section compilation by Verner et al. (1996) used in
conjunction with the Kramers–Kroenig relation to derive a
consistent value for n.

These optical constants do not include detailed X-ray
absorption fine-structure (XAFS) effects (e.g., Lee
et al. 2009) that are present around atomic edges. The intent
of xscat is to provide a robust measure of scattering over a
broad bandpass. The simple edges in Verner et al. (1996) are
adequate to diagnose basic dust parameters such as relative
abundances or compositions (Hoffman & Draine 2015). Using
an observatory with sufficient angular and spectral resolution to
resolve scattered photons around an edge with XAFS, however,
would allow detailed studies of grain mineralogy and geometry
(Hoffman & Draine 2015). For example, the Athena X-ray
Integral Field Unit (Nandra 2013) will provide 5″ angular and
2.5 eV spectral resolution, easily enough to detect the effect of
both absorbed and scattered photons near an edge with XAFS.

2.2. Dust Size Distributions

Determining the impact of dust on X-ray spectra requires
more than calculating the scattering cross section integrated
over a range of angles for grains of a single size and
composition. As Equation (2) shows, the cross section must be
combined with a dust model that specifies the grain size
distribution and composition. A large number of such models
exist; at UV/optical wavelengths these include Mathis et al.
(1977; MRN77), Weingartner & Draine (2001; WD01), and
Zubko et al. (2004; ZDA04). The latter two papers actually
include a wide range of models, so these three papers
themselves include almost 100 different models (and over
2500 citations). Figure 3 shows the differences in grain size
distribution for just three of these models, weighted by the dust
radius to the fourth power—proportional to the total scattering
cross section in the RG approximation. The differences
between these models can be extremely significant to the final
results.

2.3. Calculations

The xscat code calculates values of s fE,LOS ( ) for a range of
dust models, performing a separate calculation for each grain
component in the model (e.g., silicate, graphite, composite,
PAH). We considered a range of relative dust cloud positions
including x=0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99, and 0.999,
where the observer is at x=0 and the source is at x=1. For a
fixed source extraction radius, as the dust cloud gets close to
the X-ray source, the excluded scattering angle range increases.
This creates a vanishingly small halo that becomes increasingly
slow to integrate numerically. For a source at 10Mpc, a value
of x=0.999 corresponds to a cloud 1 kpc distant from the
source, allowing themodel to include dust in nearby galaxies.
We also ran the models from energies between 0.1 and 3 keV,
in steps of 2 eV; at energies higher than 3 keV, the RG
approximation is adequate. Complete runs of three dust models
were generated, including MRN77, WD01 (Galactic dust, case
A, RV=3.1, bC=6.0), and the ZDA04 model with bare
grains, amorphous carbon, and solar abundances (ZDABAS).
Other models can be calculated as desired; typical runtimes are
∼1 week on a modern computer.
We also compared the results of xscat against the model

shown in Figure 6 of Draine (2003), with agreement at10%–
50% between 250–800 eV and <10% above 800 eV. Tests
show that the differences at low energies are due to the
different optical constants used. It should be noted that Draine
(2003) includes both grain scattering and absorption with
detailed edge effects,as well as gas-phase absorption;
xscat only calculates grain scattering, and as noted above, it
uses optical constants with simple edges. This is to maintain
consistency with existing XSPEC absorption models (e.g.,
phabs, tbabs) that use these optical constants and,in the case of
tbabs, already include grain absorption (Wilms et al. 2000).
Although beyond the scope of this paper, interpreting high-
resolution X-ray spectra will require a self-consistent extinction
model that includes a plausible range of interstellar dust models
and self-consistent optical constants. We plan to complete this
work in a subsequent paper.
The output from each collection of runs was combined into a

single FITS file, which can be read by the newly developed
xscat XSPEC model (also provided as part of the xscat
package). Based on the user-input parameters, this code reads
the appropriate fileand determines the scattering cross section
byeither interpolating between the calculated energies or
extrapolating using an RG model. Figure 4 shows some sample
results from these runs.
As Figure 4 shows, the spectrum of the scattered X-rays

exhibits features resulting from the K-edge absorption of
oxygen (0.532 keV) and the L-edge of iron (∼0.7 keV),
owingto silicate components in the dust; the strong features
from oxygen are observable at CCDresolution
(D »E 100 eV). The left panel ofFigure 4also demonstrates
that while the RG approximation is useful at high energies, it is
inadequate at energies where the scattering is significant.

3. EFFECTS OF DUST SCATTERING
ON SELECTED SOURCES

We examined the impact of dust scattering on a range of
sources, using an XSPEC model (also named xscat) that uses
the output of the xscat code described in Section 2.3. This
XSPEC model is available athttps://github.com/AtomDB/

Figure 3. Total dust size distribution of all model components, weighted by the
dust radius to the fourth power to show which grain volumes (i.e., masses) per
unit (log) radius dominate the distribution. While similar, these dust models
predict quite different scattering as a function of energy and extraction region.
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Fig. 3. Most probable olivine absorption and fluorescence model. Colors
and panels are defined in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4. Parameter probability distribution for the olivine absorption
model including fluorescence. Additional parameters are the photon
index � and folding energy Efold of the continuum and the flux of the
Ni K↵ line (not accounted for by the dust absorption model). The column
density NDust

H refers to the equivalent hydrogen column density for the
iron abundance of Asplund et al. (2009).

allows spectral fitting, we ignored several potentially important
e↵ects, including self-absorption of the fluorescent line emission,
Compton scattering, or radiative transfer e↵ects due to the source
geometry. While the fitted iron column density and the continuum
shape obtained from these fits have a direct physical meaning,
the latter e↵ects were modeled by the introduction of the scaling
parameter, ⌘, in the fit model of Eq. (5).

Having shown that the dust absorber yields a good descrip-
tion of the data, in this section we refine the model further and
perform direct Monte-Carlo simulations of photon absorption and
propagation in olivine dust grains. In order to do so we utilize
the SIXTE software package (Dauser et al. 2019). Although this
package is designed to simulate instrument e↵ects in X-ray detec-

Table 2. Most probable parameter values and uncertainties for the olivine
absorption and fluorescence model.

� 0.34+0.09
�0.10

Efold 15.0+0.9
�0.8 keV

F3�50 keV
a (0.32 ± 0.01) ⇥ 10�9 erg s�1 cm�2

NH 221+5
�6 ⇥ 1022 cm�2

⌘ 0.19 ± 0.01
ANi K↵

b (9 ± 2) ⇥ 10�6 ph s�1 cm�2

Notes.
(a) Unabsorbed 3–50 keV flux. (b) Unabsorbed line flux.
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Fig. 5. Probability of observing an iron K↵ fluorescence photon after
photo-absorption of an incident photon. The gray shaded region marks
typical grain sizes of the MRN distribution.

tors, it contains tools that directly allow for modeling the physics
of radiation propagation in any medium, including the e↵ects of
Compton scattering o↵ bound electrons and of fluorescence.

In a first step we constrain the escape probability of fluo-
rescence photons for single size dust grains in order to quan-
titatively confirm that we can ignore self-absorption in the
grains. Our simulations assume cubic olivine dust grains (a con-
straint imposed by the SIXTE toolkit) with a number density of
4.02⇥ 1021 unit cells cm�3. The grains are irradiated isotropically
by monochromatic radiation until 5⇥106 photo-absorption events
are reached and we measure the number of fluorescence K↵ pho-
tons that leave the dust grain in any direction with respect to the
number of absorbed incident photons. For simplicity, we used par-
tial photoionization cross sections by Verner et al. (1996) without
fine structure. The resulting fluorescent photon escape probability
as a function of incident energy above the Fe K-edge is shown in
Fig. 5.

The weak energy dependence of these probabilities obtained
from the simulation is in excellent agreement with the values re-
sulting from Eq. (4) when evaluated for monochromatic energies.
Re-absorption of the fluorescence photon becomes only dominant
for grain sizes larger than ⇠1 µm and smaller grains are mostly
transparent for photon energies below the iron K edge. Draine &
Lee (1984) estimate a grain size range of 0.025–0.25 µm for sili-
cates (see gray shaded region in Fig. 5) and we therefore conclude
that the grain size distribution has little e↵ect on the fluorescence
properties.

One significant di↵erence of dust versus gas absorption is
so called self-blanketing (Fireman 1974) where atoms in the
interior of the dust grain are partially shielded by atoms on the
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vides no feedback on the emission lines, which are independent,
additive components. This approach is mainly due to a lack of
available models for XSPEC. One of the few models that aims at
self-consistent modeling of photo-absorption and fluorescence is
the XSPEC model PEXMON (Nandra et al. 2007). This model com-
bines in an empirical way reflection from cold matter (Magdziarz
& Zdziarski 1995) with line strengths by George & Fabian (1991)
and Compton shoulder simulations by Matt (2002). However,
PEXMON assumes a pure powerlaw as incident spectrum with
photon index 1.1 < � < 2.5 and is therefore mostly applica-
ble to Seyfert 1 galaxies, but not necessarily to HMXBs such
as IGR J16318�4848. We therefore have to perform additional
checks using more physical modeling to see whether our empiri-
cal model is self-consistent.
XSTAR (Kallman & Bautista 2001), used here in version 2.53,

is a software package for the self-consistent modeling of the
ionization structure and emission spectra of photo-ionized gas
clouds. The code assumes a cloud of gas which is irradiated by
a central source. The physical parameters that can be varied by
the user are the chemical composition of the gas, its tempera-
ture, density, pressure, and the strength and energy distribution
of the irradiating source. In the determination of the ionization
structure, all relevant physical processes such as photoionization
and collisional ionization are considered. A covering fraction pa-
rameter allows for the realization of both spherical and slab-like
geometries.

In order to model the structure and emerging spectrum of a
putative photoionized plasma around IGR J16318�4848, we ran
a grid of XSTAR simulations in the parameter range of interest
for IGR J16318�4848. We used an assumed distance of 5 kpc,
well within the distance estimate interval and a corresponding
source luminosity of 1.33⇥1036 erg s�1 in the 13.6 eV to 13.6 keV
energy rang. The cloud that surrounds the source is irradiated with
a powerlaw with an exponential cuto↵ derived from the empirical
fits as the input spectrum. We note that the observational data do
not completely span the energy range required by XSTAR so our
spectra and luminosity rely on the assumption that the spectral
shape does not deviate significantly below 3 keV, leading to a
significant ultraviolet excess in the model. Elements included in
the simulation are H, He, C, N, O, F, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, Cr,
Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni with solar abundances (based on Grevesse
et al. 1996). Furthermore, we set the hydrogen particle number
density to 6.5 ⇥ 1010 cm�3, which we estimated from the column
density of the empirical fits, and the estimated size of the emission
region of 3 ⇥ 1013 cm from Matt & Guainazzi (2003).

We first determine the rough model parameter range by visu-
ally comparing example XSTAR runs with the data, and then run
a finer grid for spectral modeling. As computational constraints
force us to leave some of the XSTAR parameters fixed in the prepa-
ration of the grid, we vary only those parameters that have the
largest e↵ect on the resulting spectral shape. Specifically, we pro-
duced table models for XSPEC/ISIS on a model grid where we
varied the covering fraction from 0.9–1.0, NH from 5⇥ 1023 cm�2

to 5 ⇥ 1024 cm�2, and the logarithm of the ionization parameter,
log ⇠, from 0 to 5. Here, ⇠ = L/(nR2) (Tarter et al. 1969), where
L is the source luminosity, n the particle density, n, and R is the
absorber’s distance from the source.

To compare these models with the data and explore the
full parameter space, we employed Markov-Chain-Monte-Carlo
(MCMC) calculations with a�ne-invariant ensemble sampling
(see Goodman & Weare 2010; Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013,
for details), employing 300 walkers for six free parameters and
30 000 iterations. This approach is motivated by the complexity
of physical photoionization models and their parameter space,
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Fig. 2. Best-fit of the single XSTAR model. Colors and panels are defined
in Fig. 1.

where commonly used �2-minimization algorithms are prone to
get stuck in local minima. When we call a set of parameters
“best-fit” in the following, we refer to the most probable param-
eter combination unless noted otherwise. To reduce the number
of free parameters, we fixed the detector flux and gainshift cali-
bration constants to the values obtained from the empirical fits
(Table 1). This is legitimate because these parameters are model
independent and can be accurately determined from the earlier
fits. Since fluorescent emission from ionization stages less than
Ni ix is not included in XSTAR, the neutral Ni K↵ fluorescence
line was modeled by an additional Gaussian emission compo-
nent with width fixed to 10�3 eV and energy fixed to 7.47 keV
(Bearden 1967). In XSPEC-like notation, our fit model is given by

S (E) = gainshift ⇥ detconst ⇥ (XSTAR + gauss) . (2)

Despite the large volume of parameter space covered, pure single-
zone photoionization modeling fails to result in a satisfactory
description of the data. Figure 2 shows the “best-fit” from the
MCMC. The low quality of the fit renders listing the correspond-
ing parameters unnecessary. Although the spectral shape of the
model looks similar to the data in having a strong Fe line and
approximately the correct continuum curvature, neither the Fe
K↵/K� line ratio nor the depth of the iron K edge (and possibly
also at the nickel K edge at ⇠8.34 keV) are described correctly.
Note that the mismatch of the hard continuum in this fit is merely
a normalization issue, since the fit is dominated by the fluores-
cence lines. An interesting result of the fit is, however, that it
shows that the covering fraction has to be very close to 100% to
reproduce the overall strong absorption and the strong emission
lines. This is in contradiction to the conclusions made in earlier
analyses of the X-ray spectrum of IGR J16318�4848 (e.g., Matt
& Guainazzi 2003), where a lower covering fraction is inferred
from the observed Compton shoulder flux and equivalent width
of the Fe K↵ line.

We note that even though numerical issues prohibit a further
exploration of the parameter space, the best fit is of so low quality
that it is very unlikely that opening up further parameters would
yield in a satisfactory description of the data.
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